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Agenda

● Google Public Alerts
● Challenges with structured data

○ Amber alerts
○ Tsunami warnings
○ Earthquake notifications

● Next steps

I want to talk today about some challenges my team has faced with representing 
structured data in CAP.  I'll give a few examples and some suggestions for next steps.
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Google Public Alerts

● I work on a project called Google Public Alerts.  We surface targeted 
emergency warnings to users across a variety of Google products.

● As you can see, we focus on mobile devices, which is where we see a lot of 
engagement with our products.

● On the left is Google Now, an application that comes installed on newer 
Android phones.   Google Now tries to tell you information you may need to 
know without actually having to search for it.  Public Alerts is a great example 
of this kind of information.

● In the center is normal Google Search.  Let's say you are in Japan and you 
hear a siren, but don't know what it's for.  If you search for "tsunami" on 
Google and a Tsunami Warning is active in your area, the first search result 
will provide actionable information about the Tsunami Warning from the Japan 
Meteorological Association, and a link for more details.  This works for any 
warning that is active in our system.

● On the right is an alert that appears after doing a location search on Google 
Maps on your mobile device.

http://techcrunch.com/2013/04/22/google-brings-public-alerts-to-google-now-search-and-maps-in-canada/
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Google Public Alerts

● Launched in 2011

● 7 alert providers

● 3 countries

● 3 languages

● ~100 different alert types

● >100M views on Google

● Currently working with a 

number of other countries

● We launched in 2011 and have started to scale internationally this year.
○ Now: US, Japan, Canada
○ Coming soon: 5 more countries

● With each new country, we see a new and different way to create and 
disseminate public alerts.  We’re encouraging the use of CAP as the standard 
that’s going to bring emergency alerts to the global platform of the internet.  
We’re also trying to promote best practices from each country we work with as 
we go along.

● In addition, we are learning a lot from our users.  We’ve shown alert content to 
users on Google sites over 100M times so far, and we’re starting to get a 
glimpse of what users find useful when looking at alerts in the web formats we 
are using.
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How Google Public Alerts uses structured data

● We think that taking advantage of structured content is really important to 
increase user engagement and encourage users to take action to protect their 
lives and property.

● Here is a screenshot from Google Public Alerts for a Tsunami Warning for the 
US West Coast.  This data comes from the Alaska and West Coast Tsunami 
Warning Center in the US.

● There's a lot of structured content in this Tsunami Warning; locations, times, 
urgency, severity, certainty.  But I want to focus on one feature that I think is 
key: the ability to call out tsunami arrival times and wave heights.
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How Google Public Alerts uses structured data

● We try to specially call out the locations that are most meaningful to the user 
to help them more quickly understand the alert, when it's going to affect them, 
and what actions they need to take.

● To do that reliably, we need the data to be structured in a format that is 
specialized for tsunamis.
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How Google Public Alerts uses structured data

Here's an Amber alert from the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children in 
the US.
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How Google Public Alerts uses structured data

● The interesting structure here is the specific details of the case.  We don't 
have much room, so we want to call out the most important information for the 
user: what the missing child was wearing, the vehicle make and model, and 
the license plate.

● We also use structured content to target the alert appropriately, both via 
keywords in the query and the location and circumstances of the abduction.

● The more structured data we have that is specific to this category of alert, the 
better job we can do reliably.
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How Google Public Alerts could use structured data

For Flood Warnings (http://www.google.org/publicalerts/alert?aid=7dab4652f6c5f197), 
we think that doing a better job showing the user current river levels, and how they 
change over time will lead to better decisions.  Again, having the data would make 
that possible.

http://www.google.org/publicalerts/alert?aid=7dab4652f6c5f197&source=pa&hl=en&gl=US
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How Google Public Alerts could use structured data

We actually don't do anything special with that data today, since it's only in text form 
in the alert.
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Extending CAP

● CAP is great for standardizing common fields
○ event, effective, expires, description, instructions, 

area

● CAP supports limited extensibility
○ parameter, a list of (key, value) string pairs

● Simple is good, but we're struggling with extensibility

● Let's look at some examples

● We think specifics matter when it comes to increasing engagement of our 
users with alerts.  How does CAP handle these specifics?

● It's great for the common fields: we know what type of event it is, when it 
starts, when it is expected to expire, a description, actionable instructions for 
the reader, and an area in which to specifically target the alert.

● But extensibility is limited.  The extensibility story for CAP is the parameter 
element, which is essentially a list of (key, value) pairs.

● I'm going to go back through some of those examples and discuss the 
challenges we've had with CAP's extensibility.
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<!-- http://www.tsunami.gov/TEXSchema/TEX.html -->
<site id=”1”>
  <location>
    <name>Santa Monica, California</name>
    <geo:lat>34.0</geo:lat>
    <geo:lng>-118.5</geo:lng>
  </location>
  <observedArrivalTime> 2012-09-17T17:02:00-07:
00</observedArrivalTime>
  <observedPosAmplitude unit=”m”> 0.3</observedPosAmplitude>
  <observedPosAmplitude unit=”ft”> 0.9</observedPosAmplitude>
 <predictedArrivalTime></predictedArrivalTime>
 <predictedPosAmplitude unit=””></predictedPosAmplitude>
</site>

Example 1: WCATWC Tsunami Alerts

Example 1: Tsunami Alerts
● We’ve worked with the West Coast and Alaska Tsunami Warning Center to 

provide tsunami warnings for the west coast of North America.
● They have a specific schema for their data, TEX.  Here’s a snippet from a TEX 

document:
● Very useful data!  It would allow any location-aware application, (not just from 

Google) to call out the arrival time and wave height closest to the user.
● But it is not CAP!

● And, more importantly, it's not a simple mapping of (key, value) pairs.  
There's some hierarchy to this data.  You want to know, for a given location, 
what time the wave will arrive and how high it will be.

● How do we handle this?

http://www.tsunami.gov/TEXSchema/TEX.html
http://www.tsunami.gov/TEXSchema/TEX.html
http://www.tsunami.gov/TEXSchema/TEX.html
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<!-- http://wcatwc.arh.noaa.gov/?page=cap -->
<parameter>
  <valueName>predictedArrivalTime</valueName>
  <value>"Santa Monica, California";2012-09-17T22:
17:02-07:00;34.0;-118.5;CAZ037;"CAP-TSU:1.0"
</value>
</parameter>
<parameter>
  <valueName>predictedWaveHeight</valueName>
  <value>"Santa Monica, California";"0.3m 0.9ft";
34.0;-118.5;CAZ037;"CAP-TSU:1.0"</value>
</parameter>
<parameter>
  <valueName>observedArrivalTime</valueName>
  <value>"Craig, Alaska";2012-10-27T20:25:00-09:
00;55.5;-133.1;PKZ041;"CAP-TSU:1.0"</value>
</parameter>
<parameter>
  <valueName>observedWaveHeight</valueName>
  <value>"Craig, Alaska";"0.091m 0.300ft";55.5;
-133.1;PKZ041;"CAP-TSU:1.0"</value>
</parameter>

Example 1: WCATWC Tsunami Alerts

● John Carrick at WCATWC took a lot of initiative here and defined a translation 
from TEX to CAP: http://wcatwc.arh.noaa.gov/?page=cap

● The hierarchy is flattened to a set of CAP parameter elements, each with 
“structured’ data in a semicolon-separated list.

● This works, but it makes the engineers on my team unhappy.

http://wcatwc.arh.noaa.gov/?page=cap
http://wcatwc.arh.noaa.gov/?page=cap
http://wcatwc.arh.noaa.gov/?page=cap
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"Santa Monica, California";2012-09-17T22:17:02-07:00;34.0;-118.5;CAZ037;"CAP-TSU:1.0"
"Santa Monica, California";"0.3m 0.9ft";34.0;-118.5;CAZ037;"CAP-TSU:1.0"

This parameter format is not optimal for CAP consumers

● Field definitions are not clear
○ Is 0.3m the "first wave height" or the "max wave height"?

○ Increases the chance that CAP consumers may misinterpret the data.

● Versioning is risky
○ Is the wave height in position 2 in version 1.0 but position 3 in version 1.1?

● Requires new parsing code
○ Why are semi-colon-separated values required inside an eXtensible Markup Language 

document?

○ CAP consumers have to write new (buggy?) parsing code

○ We can't take advantage of common XML parsing libraries

What should we recommend to other countries with tsunami data?

<Read through the slide>

Note for the third bullet point: One of my engineers asked me, “CAP is XML. Why 
can’t we represent the tsunami hierarchical data as XML, too?”

Note that other countries have asked Google to recommend how to format their 
tsunami alerts as CAP -- Indonesia, in particular, presented at the CAP conference 
(their slides are here: http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/amp/pwsp/documents/CAP-IW-
2013-p03-19-ID-BMKG.ppt).  We are uncomfortable recommending this existing 
parameter solution.  How should we tell them to use CAP?

http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/amp/pwsp/documents/CAP-IW-2013-p03-19-ID-BMKG.ppt
http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/amp/pwsp/documents/CAP-IW-2013-p03-19-ID-BMKG.ppt
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Example 2: Amber Alerts
<!-- https://secure.missingkids.com/en_US/amber/NCMECAmberAlert.xsd -->
<MissingChild>
  <PersonGivenName>Jane</PersonGivenName>
  <PersonSurName>Doe</PersonSurName>
  <Gender>Female</Gender>
  <Age>1</Age>
  <PhysicalDescription>
    <PersonEyeColorCode>Brown</PersonEyeColorCode>
    <PersonHairColorCode>Black</PersonHairColorCode>
    <PersonSkinToneCode>Black</PersonSkinToneCode>
    <Height>2'</Height>
    <Weight>23 lbs.</Weight>
  </PhysicalDescription>
</MissingChild>
<Suspect>
<SuspectVehicle>
  <VehicleMakeCode>Nissan</VehicleMakeCode>
  <VehicleModelCode>Maxima</VehicleModelCode>
  <VehicleColorPrimaryCode>Gray</VehicleColorPrimaryCode>
  <LicensePlate>
    <LicensePlateText>CJV 123</LicensePlateText>
    <LicensePlateState>MO</LicensePlateState>
  </LicensePlate>
</SuspectVehicle>
</Suspect>

Example 2: Amber Alerts
● We work with the National Center for Missing and Exploited Children in the 

US.  They have an existing schema for expressing an AMBER alert that 
provides a lot of rich data.  This is the feed that ValueClick (a prior presenter at 
the WMO CAP Workshop) uses.

● On the right is a snippet from a fake alert describing the suspect and their 
vehicle.  On the left is a couple screenshots of how we render that information 
on Google Public Alerts.

● Again, this is great data!  It gives us, ValueClick, (and, more importantly, any 
alerting app) options when targeting and presenting the information to the 
user in a way that makes the most sense for the particular medium.

● NCMEC also produces a CAP feed for IPAWS.

https://secure.missingkids.com/en_US/amber/NCMECAmberAlert.xsd
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IPAWS Amber Alert CAP
<info>
  ...
<event>Child Abduction Emergency</event>
<responseType>Monitor</responseType>
<effective>2013-04-13T19:17:06-04:00</effective>
<expires>2013-04-14T18:17:06-04:00</expires>
<senderName>Cedar Hill Police Department</senderName>
<headline>
Cedar Hill, TX AMBER Alert: LIC/86p3357 (TX) 2006 Ford Expedition

</headline>
<description>NO FURTHER DESCRIPTIONS PROVIDED.</description>
<instruction>NO FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS PROVIDED.</instruction>
<web>www.missingkids.com</web>
<parameter>
<valueName>BLOCKCHANNEL</valueName>
<value>NWEM</value>

</parameter>
<parameter>
<valueName>BLOCKCHANNEL</valueName>
<value>EAS</value>

</parameter>
<parameter>
<valueName>BLOCKCHANNEL</valueName>
<value>PUBLIC</value>

</parameter>
<parameter>
<valueName>CMAMtext</valueName>
<value>
Cedar Hill, TX AMBER Alert: LIC/86p3357 (TX) 2006 Ford Expedition

</value>
</parameter>

</info>

?
● This data is much more useful than the CAP alerts that NCMEC sends to 

IPAWS.  As you can see on the right, that CAP message only contains the 90-
character text message intended for CMAS.
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How to recommend NCMEC extend their CAP?

1. Flatten the hierarchy to parameters?
<parameter>
  <valueName>
    Suspect0:Vehicle0:LicensePlateState
  </valueName>
  <value>MO</value>
</parameter>

○ Parsing the valueNames gets complicated

2. Stuff NCMEC's XML into a single parameter?
○ Duplicates all the common fields between NCMEC XML and CAP

○ Requires two-steps of XML parsing

3. Create a formatted description?
○ No one likes the idea of having HTML embedded in the description  tag

What should we recommend to other missing children agencies?

● We explored multiple different ways to cram their content into CAP so we 
could make a recommendation about how to improve their CAP alerts.

<Read through the slide>

● Again, after launching support for Amber alerts in the US, we’ve been 
approached by the national missing children center from multiple other 
countries.  What format do we recommend to them?  We don't want to 
recommend NCMEC's specific schema, but we also can't recommend CAP 
yet.  We're stuck.
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Example 3: JMA's Earthquake JMX
<!-- http://xml.kishou.go.jp/jmaxml1/body/seismology1/ -->
<Earthquake>
  <OriginTime>2013-02-07T10:03:00+09:00</OriginTime>
  <ArrivalTime>2013-02-07T10:03:00+09:00</ArrivalTime>
  <Hypocenter>
    <Area>
      <Name>和歌山県南方沖</Name>
      <Code type="震央地名">689</Code>
      <jmx_eb:Coordinate
        description="北緯３３．０度　東経１３６．０度　深さ　１０ｋｍ"
        datum="日本測地系">+33.0+136.0-10000/</jmx_eb:Coordinate>
      <NameFromMark>潮岬の南南東５０ｋｍ付近</NameFromMark>
      <MarkCode type="震央補助">502</MarkCode>
      <Direction>南南東</Direction>
      <Distance unit="km">50</Distance>
    </Area>
  </Hypocenter>
  <jmx_eb:Magnitude type="Mj" condition="不明"
    description="Ｍ８を超える巨大地震">NaN</jmx_eb:Magnitude>
</Earthquake>
<Intensity>
  <Observation>
    <MaxInt>6+</MaxInt>
    <Pref>
      <Name>三重県</Name>
      <Code>24</Code>
      <MaxInt>6+</MaxInt>
    </Pref>
 </Observation>
</Intensity>

● We’ve had the good fortune recently of working with the Japanese 
Meteorological Agency.  Two years ago, representatives from JMA presented 
their XML format, JMX, to the 2011 CAP Conference.

● For those of you that were here, you’ll remember that in a lot of ways, JMX is 
quite similar to CAP.

● One place where JMX differs is that they define much deeper support for 
structured data.  JMX defines roughly one schema per CAP <category>.  Their 
schema for “seismology” events (earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanoes) is http:
//xml.kishou.go.jp/jmaxml1/body/seismology1/.  A snippet from a JMX 
document for an Earthquake is on the right.

http://xml.kishou.go.jp/jmaxml1/body/seismology1/
http://xml.kishou.go.jp/jmaxml1/body/seismology1/
http://xml.kishou.go.jp/jmaxml1/body/seismology1/
http://xml.kishou.go.jp/jmaxml1/body/seismology1/
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  <headline>EQ 6.0 Morioka, Honshu, Japan - 
PRELIMINARY REPORT</headline>
  <parameter>
    <valueName>EventIDKey</valueName>
    <value>usB000FXH7</value>
  </parameter>
  <parameter>
    <valueName>EventTime</valueName>
    <value>20130401T185317.370Z</value>
  </parameter>
  <parameter>
    <valueName>Magnitude</valueName>
    <value>6.0</value>
  </parameter>
  <parameter>
    <valueName>Depth</valueName>
    <value>12.5 km (7.8 miles)</value>
  </parameter>
  <area>
    <areaDesc>111 miles (178 km) E of Morioka, 
Honshu, Japan; 112 miles (180 km) SE of 
Hachinohe, Honshu, Japan; 153 miles (245 km) 
NE of Sendai, Honshu, Japan; 327 miles (526 
km) NE of TOKYO, Japan</areaDesc>
    <circle>39.528,143.196 21.6</circle>
  </area>

Comparison: USGS CAP vs JMA JMX
<EventID>20130402035338</EventID>
<Earthquake>
  <OriginTime>2013-04-02T03:53:00+09:00</OriginTime>
  <ArrivalTime>2013-04-02T03:53:00+09:00</ArrivalTime>
  <Hypocenter>
    <Area>
      <Name>三陸沖</Name>
      <NameFromMark>盛岡の178ｋｍ東</NameFromMark>
      <Code type="震央地名">288</Code>
      <jmx_eb:Coordinate
        description=
        "北緯３９．５度　東経１４３．６度　深さ　１０ｋｍ"
        datum="日本測地系">+39.5+143.6-10000/
      </jmx_eb:Coordinate>
    </Area>
  </Hypocenter>
  <jmx_eb:Magnitude type="Mj"
    description="Ｍ６．１">6.1</jmx_eb:Magnitude>
</Earthquake>

Here's a comparison of USGS CAP and JMX for the same earthquake.
● I'm focusing only on the metadata about the earthquake itself in this example.  

I tried to color-code the equivalent data on either side.
● You'll see that the JMX side is shorter and generally has less color, but also 

conveys more information.
● This is to be expected somewhat; CAP tries to be general, JMX gets to be 

specific.  But it does make me think whether <parameter> is the right way to 
express this data.
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Example 3: JMA's Earthquake JMX
<!-- http://xml.kishou.go.jp/jmaxml1/body/seismology1/ -->
<Earthquake>
  <OriginTime>2013-02-07T10:03:00+09:00</OriginTime>
  <ArrivalTime>2013-02-07T10:03:00+09:00</ArrivalTime>
  <Hypocenter>
    <Area>
      <Name>和歌山県南方沖</Name>
      <Code type="震央地名">689</Code>
      <jmx_eb:Coordinate
        description="北緯３３．０度　東経１３６．０度　深さ　１０ｋｍ"
        datum="日本測地系">+33.0+136.0-10000/</jmx_eb:Coordinate>
      <NameFromMark>潮岬の南南東５０ｋｍ付近</NameFromMark>
      <MarkCode type="震央補助">502</MarkCode>
      <Direction>南南東</Direction>
      <Distance unit="km">50</Distance>
    </Area>
  </Hypocenter>
  <jmx_eb:Magnitude type="Mj" condition="不明"
    description="Ｍ８を超える巨大地震">NaN</jmx_eb:Magnitude>
</Earthquake>
<Intensity>
  <Observation>
    <MaxInt>6+</MaxInt>
    <Pref>
      <Name>三重県</Name>
      <Code>24</Code>
      <MaxInt>6+</MaxInt>
    </Pref>
 </Observation>
</Intensity>

● Another interesting difference between earthquake reports from JMA and from 
USGS is how they define shaking intensity.

● USGS provides a visual shakemap image

● JMX gives us structured data (the red box on the right) that lets us easily 
create data tables and maps (the screenshot on the left) for what cities were 
most affected by the earthquake and what cities are closest to the user.

http://xml.kishou.go.jp/jmaxml1/body/seismology1/
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JMX -> CAP?

● Could follow John Carrick
<parameter>

  <valueName>localMaxIntensity</valueName>
  <value>6+;"三重県";JP-PREFECTURE;24;34.7;136.5;CAP-EQ:1.0"</value>

</parameter>

○ But has same problems as CAP-TSU

● Could embed the table as HTML in the CAP description
○ No one likes having HTML in the description

● We just process raw JMX for now
○ Sad: We want to write code once and have it work for all earthquake alerts

○ Don't know what to recommend to other countries with seismic intensity data

● How do we handle this data on the technical side?

● We could follow the tsunami method, but it has the same problems as we saw 
with tsunami data.

● We end up processing JMX natively, because it seemed too tricky to turn all of 
the structure of their alert content into CAP <parameter>s.

● As with Amber alerts, we have been approached by other countries in the 
region to support earthquake alerts in their country.  We want to recommend 
to them that they should use CAP.  But they have rich data like Japan and 
they want to see it expressed on Google.
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A quick fourth example (added after the CAP workshop)

● The Hong Kong Observatory presented at the WMO CAP Workshop 

(slides) that they want to turn their tropical cyclone alerts into CAP, but 

they are struggling to squeeze in the large amount of structured data 

associated with the warning into CAP.

● Japan's RSMC has tried something similar with CAP-RSMCTK
○ Experimental tropical cyclone CAP profile by RSMC Tokyo-Typhoon Center

○ Describes the typhoon forecast cone; intended for distribution outside Japan

○ Defines 21 (!) parameters, flattening JMX

■ TC_CycloneName, TC_CycloneID, TC_MovingDirection, TC_MovingSpeed, TC_PositionConfidence, 
TC_CenterPressure, TC_MaxSustainedWind, TC_PeakGust, EventEndTime, TC_AnalysisTime, 
TC_30knotMaxRadius, TC_30knotMinRadius, TC-50knotMaxRadius, TC_50knotMinRadius, 
TC_30knowMaxRadiusDirection, TC_30knotMinRadiusDirection, TC_50knotMaxRadiusDirection, 
TC_50knotMinRadiusDirection

<read the slide>

http://www.wmo.int/pages/prog/amp/pwsp/documents/CAP-IW-2013-p03-20-HKCN-HKO.ppt
http://www.jma.go.jp/jma/jma-eng/jma-center/rsmc-hp-pub-eg/cap-rsmctk.pdf
http://www.jma.go.jp/jma/jma-eng/jma-center/rsmc-hp-pub-eg/cap-rsmctk.pdf
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● We believe that the continued growth of CAP as a standard would 

benefit from support for custom hierarchical structured data.

● It is already a stumbling block for this CAP implementor
○ Stops us from recommending CAP to groups that want to work with us

○ Writing custom parsers increases implementation costs and risks

● Slows down CAP adoption in the community

Challenge: Lack of hierarchy

<read the slide>
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A 2-step proposal for discussion

1. Allow XML extensions in the CAP schema

This could be as simple as a small change to the .xsd:

<any minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" namespace="##other"
        processContents="lax" />

● "Advanced" feature
○ parameter  still the way to go for simple non-hierarchical content

● Allows earthquake and tsunami data to be represented cleanly
● Provides migration path to CAP for complex hierarchies like NCMEC

○ Migrate common fields to CAP, retain community-specific hierarchical data

● Provides clean separation of sets of fields for disparate purposes
● Does this cause fragmentation?

○ Not much different than parameter (e.g. no standard formats/naming conventions)
○ Like  parameter , CAP consumers who don't care about extensions can ignore them

● We have a 2-step proposal for how to address extensibility in CAP
● The first step is to allow CAP to support XML extensions
● This doesn't need to be a major change to CAP

○ Existing CAP does not have to change.
○ If you're perfectly happy with parameters, you can keep using them.
○ Existing systems can ignore the extensions.
○ Only if you aren't satisfied with parameter to express your data would 

you add an extension.
● We are proposing allowing XML extensions at the <info> level, and optionally 

at the <alert> level.
○ Having extensions at the <info> level would be required in case the 

hierarchical data is language-specific.
○ Extensions at the <alert> level could cut down on redundancy in the 

case the data is related to all <info> blocks.  This is optional, however, 
and we wouldn't fight too hard for extensions at the <alert> level.
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A 2-step proposal for discussion

1. Allow XML extensions in the CAP schema
2. Move towards standard extensions

Develop recommendations and best-practices for commonly extensions
○ Meteorological events, Earthquakes,  Tsunamis, Floods, Missing Children, etc

Eventually, standardize well-adopted recommendations

● Similar to JMX in some respects
● Reduces concerns of fragmentation
● Lets the community migrate towards the best formats

● The second step would be to start to think about standardizing extensions for 
common alerting types

○ Meteorological events, earthquakes, tsunamis, floods, missing 
children, etc

● Again, common extensions would only happen where they are needed
○ If there isn't any common hierarchical data for a particular alert type, 

then an extension isn't needed.
○ If there are only one or two simple pieces of additional information, 

they can still be encoded in <parameter>s.
● This may take a while, which is why we separate it out into a second step.  

Each community will initially have separate formats, but we think that over 
time, market pressures will cause some amount of convergence.
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Example: CAP + Tsunami Extension
<info>
  <category>Geo</category>
  <event>Tsunami Warning</event>
  <headline>The tsunami Warning continues in effect for the coastal areas of Alaska from Unimak Pass, Alaska 
(80 miles NE of Dutch Harbor) to Amchitka Pass, Alaska (125 miles W of Adak)</headline>
  <description>...</description>
  <instruction>...</instruction>
  <web>http://newwcatwc.arh.noaa.gov/tsuPortal/events/PAAQ/2011/09/02/lqw6d6/2/WEPA41/WEPA41.txt</web>
  <area>
    <areaDesc>Coastal areas between and including Unimak Pass, Alaska (80 miles NE of Dutch Harbor) to 
Amchitka Pass, Alaska (125 miles W of Adak)</areaDesc>
    <geocode><valueName>UGC</valueName><value>AKZ185</value></geocode>
    <geocode><valueName>UGC</valueName><value>AKZ187</value></geocode>
  </area>
  <tsunami xmlns="http://tsunami.gov/cap/tsunami.xsd">
    <site>
      <location>
        <name>Santa Monica, California</name>
        <lat>34.0</lat>
        <lng>-118.5</lng>
      </location>
      <observed>
        <arrivalTime>2012-09-17T17:02:00-07:00</arrivalTime>
        <posAmplitude unit=”m”>0.3</posAmplitude>
        <posAmplitude unit=”ft”>0.9</posAmplitude>
      </observed>
    </site>
  </tsunami>
</info>

Here's an example of what CAP may look like with a tsunami extension as defined by 
tsunami.gov

http://newwcatwc.arh.noaa.gov/tsuPortal/events/PAAQ/2011/09/02/lqw6d6/2/WEPA41/WEPA41.txt
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Example: CAP + Tsunami Extension
<info>
  <category>Geo</category>
  <event>Tsunami Warning</event>
  <headline>The tsunami Warning continues in effect for the coastal areas of Alaska from Unimak Pass, Alaska 
(80 miles NE of Dutch Harbor) to Amchitka Pass, Alaska (125 miles W of Adak)</headline>
  <description>...</description>
  <instruction>...</instruction>
  <web>http://newwcatwc.arh.noaa.gov/tsuPortal/events/PAAQ/2011/09/02/lqw6d6/2/WEPA41/WEPA41.txt</web>
  <area>
    <areaDesc>Coastal areas between and including Unimak Pass, Alaska (80 miles NE of Dutch Harbor) to 
Amchitka Pass, Alaska (125 miles W of Adak)</areaDesc>
    <geocode><valueName>UGC</valueName><value>AKZ185</value></geocode>
    <geocode><valueName>UGC</valueName><value>AKZ187</value></geocode>
  </area>
  <tsunami xmlns="http://tsunami.gov/cap/tsunami.xsd">
    <site>
      <location>
        <name>Santa Monica, California</name>
        <lat>34.0</lat>
        <lng>-118.5</lng>
      </location>
      <observed>
        <arrivalTime>2012-09-17T17:02:00-07:00</arrivalTime>
        <posAmplitude unit=”m”>0.3</posAmplitude>
        <posAmplitude unit=”ft”>0.9</posAmplitude>
      </observed>
    </site>
  </tsunami>
</info>

● Takes advantage of extensibility of XML
● Supports hierarchy
● Easily extended and versioned
● Feels cleaner than many parameters

<read the bullet points>

http://newwcatwc.arh.noaa.gov/tsuPortal/events/PAAQ/2011/09/02/lqw6d6/2/WEPA41/WEPA41.txt
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Alternative from Eliot Christian

● Allow XML extensions directly at the info level
○ The proposal from this presentation

● Add XML extensions as resources using derefUri
○ Problem: CAP 1.2 spec requires derefUri  to be base-64 encoded

○ Requested change: Allow non-encoded XML content in derefUri?

● At the WMO CAP Workshop, Eliot Christian mentioned an even shorter-term 
alternative for supporting XML extensions; base-64 encode them and add 
them to a <reference> via the <derefUri>.

● Base-64 encoding is the obvious undesirable property of this solution.  It does 
not seem like something that we would want to recommend to other countries 
as the "way to implement CAP with your data".

● It is reasonable, if it was more palatable, to change CAP to allow non-encoded 
XML in a <resource>, instead of allowing XML extensions at the <info> level.  
We would prefer just allowing extensions at the <info> level, because it makes 
the CAP somewhat easier to read and work with.
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Conclusion

● We're excited about the growth in the CAP community

● We want to see adoption accelerate

● We're looking forward to discussing the best ways to do that

Thanks.

● We have two goals:
○ Provide a near-term solution to representing hierarchical structured 

data in CAP so that we can make recommendations to the countries 
we are working with.

■ We want them to be able to implement CAP with hierarchical 
structured data in a way that is clean, clear, and maintainable.

○ Provide a longer-term path for communities to come together on 
common fields for categories of events, similar to JMX

We are open to comments and questions you may have.


